
Data 
visualisation 
at its best.
REVEAL complex corporate structures and 
relationships through one simple visualisation.



Imagine having a tool that aggregates search results from multiple sources and instantly maps 
out relationships between people, companies and assets in one simple visualisation. This is now 
a reality with REVEAL.

REVEAL is an interactive workspace that simplifies your search results at the click of a button.

 

REVEAL allows for faster, easier and more accurate analysis of land, credit, international, ASIC, 
PPSR and AFSA data. When you order a search through InfoTrack, REVEAL will display the 
results in a visual format that you can customise and filter to meet your needs. REVEAL enables 
you to easily highlight relationships, identify beneficial owners, view shareholder percentages 
and track changes to corporate structure.

REVEAL is a complimentary tool provided to all InfoTrack clients.

REVEAL features & benefits

View corporate timelines 
View a dynamic historical timeline of changes to the company from its inception. Select any 
date in the past, such as a payment to preferred creditors, or when a cause of action arose, 
and REVEAL will instantly show you the corporate structure at that time.

Visualise addresses 
Visualise all addresses on Google maps to view proximity of directors and companies to one 
another.

Review results faster 
Distil complex corporate structures into simple visualisations to reduce professional hours 
spent reviewing search results.

Customise your workspace 
Add your own custom entities to the workspace including people, addresses or trusts, to 
enrich the REVEAL visualisation with your own data.

Export search results 
Export your search data from the workspace into an Excel spreadsheet, PDF or image, and 
email to colleagues or clients directly from REVEAL.

Reorder and compare searches 
Reorder a previous search or group of searches directly from within your REVEAL workspace. 
REVEAL will highlight any changes in your updated results so that they are easy to spot.

View shareholder percentages 
Easily highlight shareholders of a company, or view the percentages they hold of each class of 
shares. REVEAL also displays beneficial owners (25% or higher).

On-search easily 
Perform follow-on searches directly from the REVEAL workspace, by clicking on any person, 
company or property. Data will be prepopulated into your search to streamline the process.

Do your company search results look like this?

or this?



REVEAL gives us so many options – we can choose to focus on an individual 
director or shareholder, export information in a spreadsheet or diagram, and 
change the layout of any workspace. It’s just amazing. 

- Mary Digiglio, Swaab Attorney

Before I commence work on a matter I think about the best approach with which 
to tackle it.  Where do I begin? How can I obtain the best information quickly? How 
can I best present my findings? Previously I would analyse and examine voluminous 
documents with extensive notes, which took many hours.  With REVEAL I can now 
present pages of information visually and suddenly everything makes sense. A picture 
is worth a thousand words!

- Frances Panetta, Panetta Family Lawyers

Better understand your complex corporate structures 
and allow REVEAL to drive home your decision making 
to another level through the influence of powerful 
visualisation.
For more information, a no obligation demo or an 
informal chat, get in touch today. 

Get in touch

Award-winning technology
REVEAL won an Australian Business Award for Best Technology Product in 
2015 and was recognised as a leading product developed through the practical 
application of technology for new and existing market needs.

InfoTrack has won more than 25 awards since 2014 for innovative products, outstanding service 
and  amazing culture.

p 1800 738 524
e  sales@infotrack.com.au
w www.infotrack.com.au/reveal


